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	XNA Game Studio enables hobbyists and independent game developers to easily create video games. It gives you the power to bring your creations to life on Windows, the Xbox 360, the Zune, and the Windows Phone platforms. But before you give life to your creativity with XNA, you need to gain a solid understanding of some game development concepts.


	This book covers both the concepts and the implementations necessary to get you started on bringing your own creations to life with XNA. It details the creation of four games, all in different styles, from start to finish using the Microsoft XNA Framework, including a puzzler, space shooter, multi-axis shoot-'em-up, and a jump-and-run platform game. Each game introduces new concepts and techniques to build a solid foundation for your own ideas and creativity.


	Beginning with the basics of drawing images to the screen, the book then incrementally introduces sprite animation, particles, sound effects, tile-based maps, and path finding. It then explores combining XNA with Windows Forms to build an interactive map editor, and builds a platform-style game using the editor-generated maps. Finally, the book covers the considerations necessary for deploying your games to the Xbox 360 platform.


	By the end of the book, you will have a solid foundation of game development concepts and techniques as well as working sample games to extend and innovate upon. You will have the knowledge necessary to create games that you can complete without an army of fellow game developers at your back.


	A step-by-step tutorial to using Microsoft XNA by creating four different styles of video games.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install the Microsoft XNA Framework and its required tools
	
		Build XNA Game projects and associated XNA Content projects
	
		Create a puzzle-style game exploring the concepts of game states, recursion, and 2D animation
	
		Add sound effects to your game with a "fire-and-forget" sound effects manager
	
		Create a particle system to generate random explosions
	
		Implement sound effects, collisions, and particle-based explosions by building a space shooter inside a chaotic asteroid field.
	
		Implement the A* path-finding algorithm to allow enemies to track down the player
	
		Generate tile-based maps and path-finding enemy tanks amidst a storm of bullets in a multi-axis shooter
	
		Combine XNA and Windows Forms to create a map editor for a multi-layered tile map engine
	
		Run, jump, and squash enemies in a side-scrolling platform using the maps from your editor
	
		Modify your creations for the Xbox 360 platform and deploy your games to the console



	Approach


	This book is a step-by-step tutorial that includes complete source code for all of the games covered. It adopts an engaging style to teach all the game development concepts. Each block of code is explained, and game development concepts are diagrammed and covered in detail. Each game begins with a concept description and concludes with suggestions for expanding on the finished game.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are an aspiring game developer who wants to take a shot at creating games for the Microsoft Windows platform with the XNA Framework, then this book is for you. Using this book, you can get started with creating games without any game development experience. A basic knowledge of C# would be helpful to kick-start your game development, but it's not essential.
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The Legal Protection of Databases: A Comparative AnalysisEdward Elgar Publishing, 2008
This book examines and compares the several types of protection available for the protection of investment in database creation. The protection of investment in making databases is not harmonized internationally. In some countries, database contents are insufficiently protected and, in others, there is too much protection. While database producers...
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Natural Computing in Computational Finance: Volume 2 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Recent years have seen the widespread application of Natural Computing algorithms (broadly defined in this context as computer algorithms whose design draws inspiration from phenomena in the natural world) for the purposes of financial modelling and optimisation. A related stream of work has also seen the application of learning mechanisms...
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Presenting C# (Other Sams)Sams Publishing, 2000
C#(C Sharp) is a simple, modern, object-oriented and type-safe programming language that provides the simplicity of Visual Basic with the power of C++. Written by Christoph Wille, one of only a handful of developers with early access to this exciting new language, this book covers the C# language from the ground up with rich coding examples, and...
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X.400 and Smtp: Battle of the E-Mail ProtocolsDigital Press, 1997
X.400 and X.500: An Introduction is aimed at those with current or planned involvement in the management of X.400, including messaging managers, system or network planners, and software developers. This book provides background knowledge of mailing systems and functionality as well as a grasp of how the underlying network operates. It explains the...
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Wastewater Pathogens (Wastewater Microbiology)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical guide to wastewater pathogens
    Wastewater treatment professionals face daily exposure to a wide variety of pathogens. These include viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and helminthes, as well as allergins, endotoxins, and exotoxins. While generally minimal, potential health hazards are still cause for concern....
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1: Cartilage and Osteoarthritis (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	Osteoarthritis (OA), the most common form of arthritis, is generally characterized by a slowly progressive degeneration of articular cartilage, particularly in the weight-bearing joints. It has a stronger prevalence in women, and its incidence increases with age. OA is a major and growing health concern in developed countries, owing to...
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